Winter Climate Change in the Northern Forest: Scientific Synthesis and
Management Implications
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This project is using scientific synthesis informed by stakeholder engagement to determine how winter climate change impacts winter
ecology and biogeochemistry, and how this changing winter landscape affects Northern Forest communities.
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Winter is a period of sustained low
temperatures and snow accumulation
that together regulate biogeochemical
processes and the ecosystem services
they provide, both during winter and
throughout the rest of the year.
How is winter changing?
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Figure 5. Integration of scientific and stakeholder perspectives

Figure 6. Roundtable discussions with stakeholder groups.
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We are hearing:
• What are the trends? What are changes
in seasonality and natural cycles?
• What is happening with wildlife?
Wildlife is a big driver for land
management decision making.
• Important to connect what we know to
what actions people can take: e.g.,
examples of innovative adaptations.

